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Spinal cord injuries as a consequence of falls: are there
differential rehabilitation outcomes?

P Kennedy1,2, A Cox2 and A Mariani2,3

Study design: Case series, consecutive sample, survey.
Objectives: To examine the incidence of spinal cord injuries sustained as a result of falls compared with other causes, and to
investigate rehabilitation outcomes between these two groups.
Settings: Tertiary care, spinal cord injury rehabilitation unit (National Spinal Injuries Center), Stoke Mandeville Hospital, UK.
Methods: Demographic information and descriptive statistics were examined for individuals sustaining their injury via falls vs
non-falls. Statistical analysis investigated rehabilitation outcomes between the groups.
Results: The etiology of spinal cord injury (SCI) reported is similar to previous findings. Individuals who sustained their SCI as a
result of falls and other causes made equal improvements from the start to end of rehabilitation, according to the Needs Assessment
Checklist, a clinical measure of individual rehabilitation needs in 10 domains. However, those in the falls group achieved less overall
throughout rehabilitation, and this was significant at pre-discharge for the areas of bladder management, mobility and discharge.
Conclusion: Results highlight the need for specific consideration to be made of the rehabilitation needs of individuals who sustain
SCI as a result of a fall, and for these to be addressed in rehabilitation programming.
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INTRODUCTION

In the United Kingdom, the incidence of spinal cord injury (SCI) is
estimated to be 1200 each year; with B40000 currently living with
this disability.1 While the etiology of SCI is varied, many spinal
injuries centers in the United Kingdom have noticed that an increasing
proportion of individuals are being admitted as a result of falls.
Many studies have examined the etiology of SCI, but it can be

difficult to make a comparison between studies due to differing
inclusion criteria. For example, some studies record trampolin-
ing accidents as a fall, whereas others would record this as a sporting
activity. Results also vary across countries and cultures. For example,
in the United States there is a greater number of spinal cord injuries
as a result of violence compared with in the United Kingdom.2

Additionally, some studies include non-traumatic spinal cord
injuries while others do not. These factors should be taken into
consideration when examining reports of the epidemiology and
causes of SCI.
One consistent finding, however, is that falls account for a

significant proportion of SCIs. For example, a systematic review of
the worldwide incidence of SCI revealed that road traffic accidents
(RTA) and falls were the most common causes of injury.3 It was also
found that in the majority of studies reviewed, there was a higher
incidence of traumatic SCI in two particular age groups: those
between the ages of 15 and 29, and those over the age of 65.
According to the NSCISC (National Spinal Cord Injury Statistical

Center) database,4 spinal cord injuries sustained between 2005 and

2010 resulted from the following causes: RTAs (40.4%), falls (27.9%),
violence (15.0%), other (8.4%), sports accidents (8.0%) and
unknown (0.1%). Apparelyzed1 report statistics of traumatic
injuries only, and revealed falls as the highest cause of SCI with
41.7% of injuries sustained in this way. SCI caused by RTA came
second (36.8%), followed by injuries caused by sharp trauma/assault
(2.7%), sport (11.6%), knocked over/collision/lifting (4.2%) and
trauma non-specific (3.3%). Of those who sustained falls, 12.6%
fell a height, 11.7% fell down the stairs, 3.3% jumped, 7.5% fell down
and 6.6% were unspecified falls.1

Kennedy et al.5 examined a representative sample of 281 SCI
patients, from six specialist centers across Europe. Injury data revealed
that the majority of individuals sustained their SCI as a result of a
RTA (37.7%), followed by falls (28.9%), sports accidents (19.6%),
non-traumatic injuries (6.7%), other (4.6%) and assault (2.5%). Data
collected at the National Spinal Injuries Center (NSIC), Stoke
Mandeville Hospital (UK) between May 2009 and May 2010
revealed a slightly different pattern of etiology, with non-traumatic
injuries and RTAs being the leading causes of SCI, each accounting for
33.6% of injuries, with falls the next most common etiology (18.8%),
followed by sport (8%), assault (4%) and other (2%).6

Trends in SCI etiology over the years indicate that RTAs have
continued to be the most common cause of SCI, according to data
gathered between 1973 and 2010.4 With the exception of the years
1990–1994, when violence was the second most common cause of
injury, falls have remained the second highest cause of SCI.4 However,
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the percentage of SCI recorded as a result of falls has shown a clear
increase over the years. This is illustrated in the NSCIC database;4 in
1973–1979, 16.5% of injuries were accounted for by falls, a figure
which rose to 20% by 1990–1994, and finally to 27.9% in 2005–2010.
The rising proportion of individuals sustaining SCI as a result of

falls has also been documented in the research literature. DeVivo and
Chen7 carried out a prospective study of 45 442 patients who were
injured between 1935 and 2008, finding that falls are accounting for
an increasing proportion of injuries over time. In addition, there are
rising numbers of individuals who are affected with high-level
tetraplegia, in need of a ventilator, and being discharged to a
nursing home, and the mean age at injury was 9 years higher in
2008 compared with in the 1970s.
In a study of Finnish adults over 50 years of age, the number of

individuals who suffered an SCI due to a fall was found to increase at
an annual rate of 24% between 1970 and 1995,8 a marked pattern that
continued with subsequent data collection to 2004.9 The authors
noted that demographic changes were insufficient to explain this
trend.
Taken together, these findings are significant considering the

increasing older adult population,10 and the positive correlation
between falls resulting in SCI and age.4 Falls in the elderly are more
likely to result in incomplete cervical injuries, life threatening
complications, a longer hospital stay and a much increased cost of
care.11,12 This population are also more likely to experience mortality;
those over the age of 65 who sustain cervical fractures and SCI have
been found to have a mortality rate of 21–30%.13 Despite the
significant consequences of SCI caused by a fall, particularly among
the elderly, there has been little research examining SCI rehabilitation
as a function of falls compared with other causes. Much comparative
research into rehabilitation outcome in SCI has focused on coarse
distinctions between traumatic and non-traumatic injury, and has
typically found that rehabilitation outcomes are similar between these
groups. Factors such as age at injury have also been examined.
McKinley et al.14 compared rehabilitation outcome in individuals

with traumatic vs vascular SCI, using 10-year prospective data.
Groups were matched for age, length of stay and injury
completeness. No significant differences were found between
vascular and traumatic SCI in functional outcome, as measured by
the Functional Independence Measure, length of stay and disposition.
Rehabilitation outcome in traumatic and non-traumatic SCI has also
been examined as a function of whether patients were admitted to
specialist or non-specialist spinal injury centers.15 After controlling for
demographic variables, it was found that patients in specialist spinal
injury centers made greater progress in rehabilitation in terms of
functional outcome, but this difference was only the case for those
with traumatic injury etiology.
In another cohort study, individuals who sustained traumatic SCI

were divided into two groups: violent etiology (gunshot wound, knife
wound or assault), and non-violent etiology (RTA and falls), matched
for neurological level of injury.16 Although several demographic
differences were noted between the two groups, inpatient
rehabilitation outcomes were found not to differ significantly. All
individuals reached similar achievement in functional independence
and discharge outcomes.
Waters et al.17 examined post-rehabilitation outcomes after SCI

caused by RTAs and firearms as a function of various factors,
including etiology. It was found that rehabilitation outcomes were
strongly affected by disability, completeness of injury and substance
abuse after injury. However, etiology and ethnicity did not influence
rehabilitation outcomes.

Kennedy et al.18 conducted a comparative analysis of SCI
rehabilitation outcomes in several domains in older and younger
adults, matched for injury characteristics. It was found that older
adults achieved less independence in skin management compared
with younger adults. Scivoletto et al.19 also found that patients over 50
years of age achieved fairly good outcomes in rehabilitation, but
showed poorer neurologic recovery, significantly less independence in
daily living, less independence in bladder and bowel management,
and a lower frequency of independent ambulation compared with
their younger counterparts. Older age was also associated with
increased medical problems. Similarly, Putzke et al.20 found that
older individuals with traumatic SCI reported poorer functioning on
several domains including functional independence, life satisfaction,
perceived physical health and disability; it appears that older age may
have a small detrimental effect on SCI rehabilitation outcome, but
this seems to be restricted to particular domains of functioning, and
does not limit ability to benefit from rehabilitation overall. These
findings highlight the need for rehabilitation to address the unique
needs of different age groups in rehabilitation programming.
The research above demonstrates that spinal cord injuries caused by

falls are common and can have wide-ranging consequences, particu-
larly because individuals in this population tend to be older than
individuals who sustain an SCI through other causes. The purpose of
the current study is to undertake a comparative analysis of rehabilita-
tion outcomes of individuals who were admitted to the National
Spinal Injuries Centre (NSIC, UK) as a result of falls vs other causes,
using data collected over an 18-month period. This study aims to
investigate the following questions:

(1) What is the incidence of SCI as a result of falls compared with other
causes in the past 18 months, and do factors such as age, sex and
injury characteristics differ between these groups?

(2) Is there a difference in rehabilitation outcomes between individuals
sustaining their injury as a result of falls compared with other
causes?

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Participants
This audit utilized routinely collected data from 356 patients who were

admitted to the NSIC between 1 May 2010 and 1 November 2011, for newly

acquired traumatic and non-traumatic SCI. In total, 358 patients were

admitted in this time period (262 males and 94 females), but two were

excluded from this audit because no cause of injury was specified. The mean

age of the sample at time of injury was 45.04 years (s.d.¼ 18.52).

Data regarding injury characteristics was available for 304 individuals in the

sample, and indicated that complete paraplegic injuries accounted for 7.6% of

injuries, incomplete paraplegic injuries 9.8%, complete tetraplegic injuries

25.3% and incomplete tetraplegic injuries 42.7%. Of the 352 individuals for

whom data regarding level of injury was available, cervical injuries accounted

for 46.1% of injuries, thoracic 39% and lumbar 13.8%. The causes of injury for

the total sample were as follows: non-traumatic¼ 35.7%, RTA¼ 27.8%,

fall¼ 22.8%, sport¼ 10.4%, assault¼ 2.2%, other¼ 1.1%. Of those who fell,

14.6% of falls were domestic, 5.6% unclassified, 1.7% industrial, 0.6% jumped

and 0.03% were self-harm injuries.

Design
Case series, consecutive sample, survey design.

Measures
The Needs Assessment Checklist21 (NAC) was used to measure rehabilitation

outcome. This is a routinely used measure at the NSIC to ascertain patients’
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needs and abilities, in order to set targets in Goal Planning, the rehabilitation

framework utilized at the center.

The NAC covers 10 specific rehabilitation domains: personal health care;

activities of daily living; skin management; bladder management; bowel

management; mobility; wheelchair; community preparation; psychology and

discharge. The NAC is completed by the patient, who rates their degree of

independence on a set of behavioral indictors within each domain, using a

four-point scale ranging from ‘completely dependent’ to ‘completely indepen-

dent’. Independence may be physical, or verbal that is, the ability to instruct

others to carry out the particular task, depending on functional ability. Scores

on each NAC subscale are totaled and the percentage achieved within each is

calculated. This information is utilized to tailor rehabilitation, whereby unique

behavioral targets are set to progressively help patients to achieve independence

in every domain. The NAC has well-established reliability and validity as a

clinical measure of rehabilitation outcome.22

Procedure
The sample was collapsed into two groups based on cause of injury (falls vs all

other SCI etiology [‘non-falls’]) and rehabilitation outcomes were compared

utilizing NAC data. The NAC data were gathered at two time points during

rehabilitation; the first NAC administration was after mobilization, and the

second administration was just before the patient moving to the pre-discharge

ward. NACs were administered by a trained member of the patient’s multi-

disciplinary team. Between first and second NAC administration, Goal

Planning meetings took place for each patient on a 3-weekly basis, in which

patient-centered targets for rehabilitation were continuously reviewed and set,

helping patients to progress in their rehabilitation. All applicable institutional

and governmental regulations concerning the ethical use of human volunteers

were followed during the course of this research.

Statistical analysis
Data were analyzed using the Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS Inc.,

Chicago, IL, USA) version 17.0. A Shapiro–Wilk test was first computed to

determine the likelihood that the data came from a normal distribution, and

revealed that the majority of the data violated the assumption of normality.

Demographic information for individuals in the falls and non-falls groups

was examined; frequencies of sex, type of injury and level of injury were

computed and compared between groups using w2 tests, and mean age was

compared using the Mann–Whitney test. In order to investigate rehabilitation

outcomes for the falls and non-falls groups, achievement scores and first NAC

was compared using the Mann–Whitney (two-tailed) test, as was achievement

at second NAC. The difference in scores between NAC1 and NAC2 for each

group was calculated (improvement), and compared within groups using the

Wilcoxon Signed Ranks test, and between groups using the Mann–Whitney

(two-tailed) test.

RESULTS

Differences in demographics and injury characteristics between the
falls and non-falls groups
In the sample as a whole, 81 patients sustained their SCI as a result of
a fall, and 275 patients were injured from other causes. In the falls
group, 74.1% were males and 25.9% females, and in the non-falls
group 73.5% were males and 26.5% females. This ratio of males to
females as a function of etiology was not significant. Mean age at
injury was 51.38 years (s.d.¼ 20.63) for falls, and 43.16 years
(s.d.¼ 17.45) for non-falls. On average, individuals in the falls group
were 8.22 years older than those in the non-falls group, and this
difference was statistically significant (U¼ 7482.0, Po0.001).
With respect to the level of injury, a higher percentage of

individuals in the falls group sustained cervical injuries compared
with those in the non-falls group, as shown in Figure 1. The
percentage of thoracic injuries was greater in the non-falls group
than in the falls group, and there were slightly more lumbar injuries
in the falls group. However, these differences in proportion of level of

injury as a function of etiology were not significant. The proportion
of individuals sustaining different types of injury (complete/incom-
plete, paraplegia/tetraplegia) as a function of cause of injury is shown
in Figure 2, but these differences were not significant.

Percentage achievement at first and second needs assessment
As Figure 1 shows individuals who sustained SCI from a fall have
lower scores in the majority of NAC domains at first administration,
and lower scores in all domains at second administration. A Mann–
Whitney (two-tailed) test revealed that individuals in the falls group
achieved significantly less on four domains at first NAC administra-
tion: activities of daily living (U¼ 9283.5, P¼ 0.028), skin manage-
ment (U¼ 8989.0, P¼ 0.016), bladder management (U¼ 8545.0,
P¼ 0.003) and wheelchair (U¼ 8847.0, P¼ 0.010), compared with
the rest of the SCI population. There was no significant difference
between the groups in scores on the remaining NAC subscales.

Figure 1 Level of injury in falls vs non-falls groups.

Figure 2 Type of injury in falls vs non-falls groups.
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At second NAC administration, individuals in the falls group
achieved significantly poorer rehabilitation outcomes in three
domains: bladder management (U¼ 3169.5, P¼ 0.045), mobility
(U¼ 3020.0, P¼ 0.016) and discharge (U¼ 2840.5, P¼ 0.004), com-
pared with those in the non-falls group. No significant differences
between the groups were evident in the other NAC domains.

Improvements in scores between first and second needs assessment
Figure 3 illustrates that although those in the falls group have poorer
achievement in rehabilitation at first and second NAC compared with
non-falls, they make comparable improvements over the course of
rehabilitation. A Wilcoxon signed ranks test showed that all indivi-
duals made significant improvements in rehabilitation according to
the difference between NAC1 scores post-mobilization, and NAC2
scores pre-discharge (4.89oZo10.95, Po0.0001). For both groups,
the greatest improvement in rehabilitation was observed in the
domains of skin management (39.72% improvement for falls,
37.43% for non-falls) and bowel management (42.74% for falls,
39.33% for non-falls). The smallest improvements were made in
psychology (13.07% for falls, 16.78% for non-falls), and physical
healthcare (15.15% for falls, 16.08% for non-falls).
A Mann–Whitney (two-tailed) test demonstrated that no signifi-

cant differences were found in rehabilitation improvements for
individuals in the falls vs non-falls groups, with the exception of
the community subscale of the NAC. Those who sustained SCI as a
result of a fall made significantly less improvement in the community
preparation domain of rehabilitation between NAC1 and NAC2
(U¼ 3044.5, P¼ 0.026).

DISCUSSION

This audit revealed that in an 18-month period between May 2010
and November 2011, the incidence of SCI as a result of falls was
22.8%. The leading causes of injury were those of non-traumatic

origin (35.7%), followed by RTAs (27.8%), and then falls. Individuals
afflicted with SCI caused by a fall were found to make significant
gains over the course of rehabilitation, comparable to those injured as
a result of other causes. On the whole, however, those in the falls
group had more needs to be addressed at rehabilitation commence-
ment, and this pattern remained at the end of rehabilitation, with
those in the falls group achieving poorer outcomes across the
10 different domains of rehabilitation measured by the NAC. This
poorer outcome before discharge was significant for bladder manage-
ment, mobility and discharge.

Implications
The present data regarding injury etiology obtained at the NSIC in the
past 18 months was compared with that collected at the NSIC the
previous year (2009–2010),6 indicating that the proportion of injuries
sustained as a result of falls has risen by 4%. This is in accordance
with the wider research literature, which has documented an increase
in the proportion of SCI as a result of falls over the years, in a range of
studies between 1935 and present.7–9 However, in the present study,
the proportion of SCI accounted for by falls is lower than that
reported in the European study mentioned earlier, in which 28.9% of
injuries were caused by a fall.5 Furthermore, the finding that non-
traumatic injury was the primary cause of SCI contrasts with records
reporting RTA and falls as the top two causes of injury.4 This could be
because the latter studies reported data on traumatic injuries only, but
this would not explain the findings in relation to the European study,5

which did include non-traumatic injury data, and the proportion of
SCI sustained by non-traumatic etiology was considerably lower than
the current figure (35.7%), at 6.7%.
In terms of rehabilitation outcome as a function of etiology, the

findings reported here are in partial agreement with previous research,
indicating that outcome is independent of injury etiology.14,16,17

Individuals in falls and non-falls groups made large and significant
improvements across a variety of domains throughout rehabilitation;
this suggests that rehabilitation gains were of clinical significance and
that on the whole, etiology did not influence ability to progress in
rehabilitation. On the other hand, despite the equal improvements in
rehabilitation, those who sustained SCI as a result of a fall achieved
consistently poorer outcome across the majority of rehabilitation
domains measured by the NAC compared with the rest of the SCI
population, and had worse outcomes in terms of bladder
management, mobility and discharge. This does not concur with
the aforementioned research investigating outcome as a function of
etiology of SCI more generally, and suggests that whether SCI was
caused by a fall in contrast to other causes has an important impact
on achievement in inpatient rehabilitation.
One factor that may have mediated the observed poorer outcome

for individuals in the falls group is that of age, which was found to be
significantly higher in these individuals compared with their counter-
parts who were not injured by a fall. This would fit with the previous
literature finding that older adults generally achieve slightly less across
a range of rehabilitation domains at discharge.19,20 Overall, data
gathered at the NSIC, however, in terms of older age,18 and falls
etiology as in the present study, worse rehabilitation outcome in these
groups is limited to a minority of domains, and overall individuals in
all groups (older vs younger; falls vs non-falls) appear to make equal
gains in rehabilitation. Those areas where significantly poorer
outcomes were observed in the falls group are similar to those in
research with older adults. It has been found that, as with individuals
sustaining SCI from falls, older adults achieve less independence in
bladder management19 and mobility.19,20 This suggests that the

Figure 3 Rehabilitation outcome at first and second NAC administration as

a function of cause of injury (falls and non-falls).
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present results may be partly explained in terms of age as opposed to
solely falls etiology.

Future research directions
Given that little research has been conducted investigating the effect of
specific etiology such as falls on rehabilitation outcome, considering
the pertinent consequences for implicated individuals, and for
healthcare (for example in terms of length of stay), future research
could investigate how clinical practice could be modified to facilitate
improved rehabilitation outcome for individuals injured as a result of
a fall. This could be done through identifying specific needs of this
population and how these may be better addressed to ensure the best
possible outcomes for these individuals. Some factors that could be
taken into account in future research looking into falls are the causes
and height of the falls, medication use and cognitive factors. Another
factor that was beyond the scope of the current research but which
would be valuable to investigate in future comparative analyses of SCI
rehabilitation outcomes in falls vs non-falls, is that of alcohol
consumption, which has been found to be linked to risk for fall
related injuries in older adults.23

Study limitations
A limitation of this research is that individuals in the falls and non-
falls groups were not matched with regard to variables including
demographic and injury characteristics. This should not have
adversely impacted the results for the variables sex, level and type
of injury, as no differences were found between the groups on these
factors. However, as the proportion of older to younger adults was
different in falls and non-falls groups, with individuals in the falls
group being older on average, this may limit the robustness of the
conclusions, which can be drawn regarding the effect of falls vs non-
falls etiology on SCI rehabilitation outcome. Importantly, however,
the present study has highlighted a need for future research in this
area, given that SCI caused by a fall had been found to limit the level
of achievement and independence in several domains, which is likely
to impact an affected individual’s life post-discharge.

CONCLUSIONS

This is the first known study to have conducted a comparative
analysis of rehabilitation outcomes for individuals who acquired SCI
as a result of a fall vs other causes. This is despite the important
implications that as a cause of injury, falls are associated with an older
age at injury, higher likelihood of incomplete cervical damage and
consequent implications for quality of life compared with the rest of
the SCI population. This research demonstrates that individuals who
sustain SCI caused by falls make similar improvements in rehabilita-
tion compared with those injured from other causes, but their
achievement scores consistently lag slightly behind their counterparts.
At discharge, poorer outcomes were evident after falls, in the areas of
bladder management, mobility and overall discharge independence.
This indicates that individuals who acquired SCI from a fall may need
greater attention in particular areas of rehabilitation, and for

professionals in the multi-disciplinary team to be aware of these
unique needs in order to adapt services and ensure that optimum
outcomes can be achieved in this group, both in inpatient rehabilita-
tion, and more generally in outpatient services.
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